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Chavez pleads innocent to DUI charge
The University of Montana
basketball player who spent
11 hours in jail Tuesday after
being arrested on DUI and
other charges pleaded inno-
cent Wednesday in Missoula
City Municipal Court.
Mike Chavez, a 19-year-old
freshman in general studies,
pleaded innocent in front of
Judge Donald Louden at 10:30
a.m. Wednesday to charges of
driving under the influence,
careless driving, having no
proof of insurance, a stop sign
violation and minor in posses-
sion, all misdemeanors. 
He also pleaded innocent to
an unconnected charge of
breaking Missoula’s open con-
tainer law. 
According to police records,
Chavez also had an outstand-
ing warrant from a Sept. 14
incident when he was cited for
an open container violation
behind the Boardroom
Lounge. Chavez failed to
appear in court for the charge.
He could face six months in
jail and more than $600 in
fines if convicted, Louden
said.
Chavez was supposed to
make his first court appear-
ance Tuesday, but was too
intoxicated to attend the 10
a.m. meeting, said spokespeo-
ple for both the Missoula
County Detention Center and
city court.   
Police arrested Chavez at 2
a.m. Tuesday morning after
receiving a call saying there
was a wreck at the intersec-
tion of South Avenue and
Bancroft Street, Missoula City
Police Sgt. Shawn Paul said
Wednesday. According to
police documents and Paul,
Chavez crashed his ’96 Jeep
Cherokee into another vehicle
after allegedly running a stop
sign. Chavez was still at the
Griz player arrested
after Tuesday 
morning wreck
Jared Ritz
Montana Kaimin
See CHAVEZ, Page 12
Wet war games
Lisa Hornstein/Montana Kaimin
During ROTC training at 4 a.m. Wednesday morning, Noah Genger (right) supervises a cadet as he takes the blindfolded plunge off the diving board into the
Grizzly Pool. See the complete story on Page 5.
Students, administrators want Martz’s budget
Wednesday morning nine red-
eyed University of Montana stu-
dents set out for Helena to join
UM administrators in asking a
legislative subcommittee to be
kind to UM when they take exec-
utive action on the University’s
budget next week. 
After listening to administra-
tors’ forecast for tuition increases
and possible cuts to come,
Kimberly Pappas of MontPIRG
stepped up to the podium to tes-
tify with a few tears in her eyes.
“In order for me to finish my
education here I’m going to need
financial aid because, well, one
person can only do so much,” she
said, as her voice cracked.
Pappus said she was taking 21
credits, working nearly full time
and would graduate with a con-
siderable amount of debt. 
Other students also testified
saying many of their peers were
incurring increasing amounts of
debt because of rising tuition costs.
Ali Tabibnejad said he was
also carrying a heavy debt load
and noted that many of the stu-
dents who showed up for the
hearing had risked their lives
and driven through a blizzard.
Administrators and students
asked the Joint Education
Appropriations Subcommittee to
meet the governor’s budget
requests instead of using the
Legislature’s rolled-back year-
2000’s funding levels.
But even if Gov. Judy Martz’s
budget is used, tuition at UM
will still have to be increased by
6 percent, which will be approxi-
mately $174 for an undergradu-
ate in-state student and a $601
increase for undergraduate out-
of-state students.
If the committee chooses to
fund the University at year-2000
levels, tuition will be increased by
8 percent. That is an increase of
about $236 for an undergraduate
in-state-students and an $816
increase for out-of-state students.
UM President George
Dennison said he paid $25 a quar-
ter to attend UM in the 1960s.
The total budget shortfall for
UM, including all four campuses,
will be $6,085,118 in fiscal year
2004 if the governor’s budget is
used and $9,363,889 if year-2000’s
funding levels are used. In fiscal
year 2005 the shortfall is projected
to be $7,188,167 if the governor’s
budget is used and $10,406,964 if
year-2000’s funding levels are used.
The results of the shortfalls
include not only tuition increases
Tuition will increase
6 percent
under plan
Natalie Storey
Montana Kaimin
See LEGISLATURE, Page 12
U System
considers
entry test
“An assessment of proficien-
cy is not a barrier to higher
education; the inability to write
is the barrier.”   –Richard A.
Crofts, Ph.D., former Montana
Commissioner of Higher
Education
They’re raising the bar
again. By 2005, students apply-
ing to the University of
Montana will be required to
prove they can write well
enough to succeed in college
before they get in. 
No longer will taking college-
prep classes and graduating
ahead of half your classmates
suffice. Even conditional admis-
sion and strict advising for
remedial students isn’t enough.
The powers that be have recog-
nized the importance of good
writing abilities to academic
success, and they are looking
for ways to assess these abili-
ties to make sure students in
Montana schools get the
instruction they need to write
well.
This new emphasis on meas-
urable writing skills is a part of
a “nationwide cry for accounta-
bility,” Assistant Provost Betsy
Bach said. “People want to see
the outcome of their hard-
earned investments. Parents
and students want to see some
results.” 
Beverly Ann Chin, the chair-
woman of the state writing pro-
ficiency committee, said the
group is working to make stu-
dents’ transition from high
school to college as seamless as
possible, so high school gradu-
ates move easily into universi-
ty-level academic performance. 
The main question the 12-
member panel of administra-
tors, high school teachers, and
college professors seeks to
answer is, “How do we build a
smooth bridge for our stu-
dents?”  
It all comes down to writing. 
To make sure students are
getting a solid foundation
before they leave high school,
Editor’s note: This is the
third in a series of stories that
will look at UM’s upper-divi-
sion writing proficiency assess-
ment.
Alissa Herbaly Coons
for the Kaimin
See ASSESSMENT, Page 8
Secretary of State Colin
Powell marched through
one of the last remaining
prerequisites to war with
Iraq during his address to the U.N. Security
Council on Wednesday. With or without the
U.N., it is almost inevitable that the United
States is going to war in short order.
As we teeter uncertainly on the brink of war,
I am reminded of something that happened to
me last semester while doing some work for
another journalist. My task
involved sifting through
Missoulian newspapers from the
early 1970s on microfiche. One
night in the basement of the
library, rolling miles of film
through a squeaky old machine,
I let go of the present and
became completely immersed in
the year 1970.
The world was learning to deal with terror
in the airline industry and new security meas-
ures, not unlike today’s. The first hijackings
were taking place, and airlines began installing
the first metal detectors in airports.  
Palestinians and Israelis were attacking
each other fervently while the United States
tried its best to negotiate peace. Nothing was
different in politics, only the names changed.
Then it was Nixon, Agnew, Mansfield and
Thurman; now it’s Bush, Ashcroft, Daschle and
Thurman. 
There were grisly murder cases, local gov-
ernment scandals, debates about fashion, fea-
tures on fishing and countless other stories
that could have just as easily been in last
week’s newspaper. But there was one 
absolutely disturbing difference.
Once every two or three weeks, on the front
page, was a picture of a young man from
Florence, Lolo, Frenchtown, Missoula or some-
where else nearby.  Beside it, a brief story of
his life, and how he died in Vietnam.
They were sons, brothers, friends, husbands,
boyfriends, nephews and colleagues — not just
numbers. Many just turned 18 when they were
drafted into the military to fight a war that
never did a single thing to improve the American
way of life or the condition of the world.
Too many of them never made it back to the
last best place.
UM students responded to all this with
demonstrations, rallies and by burning draft
cards. There was Kent State, and UM students
protested by not attending classes.
Conservatives wrote columns disparaging the
peaceniks and hippies — blaming the failing
war on them and the news media.
Suddenly, I was transported back to the
present by the shocking revelation of how anal-
ogous the situation we are in today is to that of
my parents’ generation. Here we are, at the
brink of war with Iraq, with the threat of a
larger confrontation in the Middle East or
North Korea looming over our heads, and our
leaders have still found only one way to solve
our problems: War.
It is a poison that infects all
mankind. Look at the Vietnam
War. All that is left of it is a 
horrible scar on our nation and
the world. That scar is a pile of
grave stones and men who were
“lucky” enough to make it back
alive who are broken, both 
physically and psychologically. 
Is a war on terrorism wrong?
No. Is Saddam Hussien an evil
man? Yes. But waging war, no matter how
strategic and ‘surgical’ involves death. Death to
innocent people and our own troops.
There are people who will say I’m not 
patriotic because I am skeptical about what our
president and his administration are doing.
Questioning our leaders and the use of force to
achieve our goals is not unpatriotic. It is our
right, and our duty.  
To sit back and let others make decisions for
you is not patriotic. To sit back and not ques-
tion the government is not patriotic. That kind
of apathy or blind belief ultimately leads to a
loss of freedom. 
The use of diplomacy or other tactics is so
easily shoved aside in favor of war by the
hawks. But what do they care; they will not
face the horror of combat, and they have made
sure that their sons will avoid such unpleas-
antness. It’s easy to make decisions when the
consequences fall on others’
shoulders.
As I think back to the stories about those
young guys who had been track stars, fisher-
men, gearheads and guitar players, I realize
now they will be the people I pass on the
street, not just news clippings tucked away
neatly in the basement. 
Vietnam-era fear coming out of the shadows
Is a war on terrorism
wrong? No. Is Saddam
Hussien an evil man? Yes.
But waging war, no matter
how strategic and ‘surgical’
involves death. Death to
innocent people and our
own troops.
Rice mailer’s arrest shows
suspicion isn’t starving
Editorial
Whatever you do, don’t put rice in an envelope and
mail it. Who knows what may happen to you?
On Tuesday, Montana State University student Sarah
Gobbs did just that and met the wrath of security tight-
ened to the point of absurdity. 
Gobbs mailed an envelope to President George W. Bush
that contained uncooked rice and a note that said: “‘If
your enemies are hungry, feed them,’ Romans 12:20.
Please send this rice to the people of Iraq; do not attack
them.” She told The Associated Press she did it as part of
a mass e-mail campaign aimed at stopping Bush from
going to war.
Little did she know, we don’t send rice to our presi-
dents anymore.
MSU police hauled her out of chemistry lab and read
her the Miranda Rights. She told the AP, “It was just
bizarre.” 
No wonder.
Police say that postal workers at MSU thought the
envelope was suspicious, and thought it might contain a
“powdery substance,” that phrase that has come to mean
so much and so little. 
Gobbs told the police, who had not opened the enve-
lope, that it just contained rice and they sent her on her
way after checking to make sure. 
They said she could mail it again, though they warned
that higher government officials might stop it too. She
said she thought she would send it again.
We want to know if federal police are going to give
Gobbs, and the potential thousands of other people who
have mailed rice to Bush, the same treatment. 
Perhaps the U.S. Postal Service should run all letters
through grain detectors. Or maybe they should just start
taking into custody everyone who mails small objects in
envelopes. 
A better answer would be to use security wisely, and to
recognize it as something that does more damage than
good when it becomes paranoid. 
While it may be good to protect our president from
“powdery substances,” it is not good to sacrifice sanity for
anxiety and suspicion. 
Students shouldn’t be hauled out of class because they
attempt to make a political statement that involves
things construed as “powdery substances.”
After all, we cherish our right to mail Kool-Aid, and we
shudder at the thought of not being able to mail lentils,
too. 
Be careful what you mail; one wrong move may turn
you into the suspected evil-doers that some say haunt our
lands.
—Jessie Childress
OPINION
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Around the Oval
What changes, if any, should be made in the space 
program in the wake of the Columbia accident?
Where would you go in space if you were an astronaut?
•Alex Turmell
pre-journalism, freshman
•Adele Clairmont
general studies, freshman
They should not use two-decades-old equipment, something
that’s as old as my brother’s Atari. 
Has anyone said, ‘Boldly go where no man has gone before’? I
would go to Dagobah and hang out with Yoda.
They should test more safety issues, make sure the rockets
are more durable.
I guess the moon. It’s closer, and I don’t want to go too far
or be in space for too long.
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LETTERS POLICY:  Letters should be no
more than 300 words, typed and double-
spaced. Writers are limited to two letters per
month. Letters should be mailed, or preferably
brought, to the Kaimin office in room 206 of the
Journalism Building with a valid ID for verifica-
tion. E-mail may be  sent to letters@kaimin.org
Letters must include signature (name in the
case of E-mail), valid mailing address, tele-
phone number and student’s year and major, if
applicable. All letters are subject to editing for
clarity and brevity.  Longer pieces may be sub-
mitted as guest columns.
Montana Kaimin Our 105thYear
Column by
Bryan O’Connor
Confessions and Conspiracies
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Home of the Griz
Just Across the
Walkbridge from U of M
835 E. Broadway
721-1212
Thursday
L ive  Karaoke
STARTING AT 9 PM
PRIZES FOR WINNERS
FINAL WINNERS RECEIVE
$200   1ST
$100   2ND
$50   3RD
10 pm - Midnight
Mon - Thur
2 FOR 1 Well Drinks
$1.00 Drafts   $4.00 Pitchers
$2.50 Redbull & Vodka
NEWTH
E
GRAND REOPENING PARTY!
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
 PINTS   KOKANEE BUD, COORS, PBR    PITCHERS
$2.50 Redbull & Vodka
Live Music Friday & Saturday 9 PM Classic Rock n’ Roll
NO COVER
• Groceries • Rent/Return Movies • Dry-Cleaning •
• Restaurant Take-out • Prescription Pick-up/Delivery • Floral Delivery •
• Mail/Package Pick-up • Recyclable Pick-up •  Cat PU/DO • Dinner •
• Reservations • House Sitting • Plant Watering • Pet Feeding •
• Comparison Shopping • Wake-up Calls • Dog Walking •
• Library Book Return • Retail Return/Exchange •
• Waiting for Repair/Installation Person • Pet Waste P/U •
• Sidewalk Shoveling/Salting • Research • And More!!!
www.aaronserrands.com
5 4 2 - 0 4 0 4
Licensed and Insured
Dead moose trades hands in annual tradition
In accordance with 
tradition surrounding the
Forester’s Ball, the rivalry
between the loggers and the
lawyers has erupted anew.
Last Tuesday, forestry stu-
dents found an empty space
where their 300-pound mascot
Bertha the Moose is usually
mounted in the School’s
entrance. 
In its place was a note read-
ing, “If U want Bertha back,
call us and maybe something
can be worked out. Love, 2004
Legal Scholars.” A name and
phone number were included. 
The Moose Liberation
Party, an organization of law
students who are dedicated to
the protection and safety of
Bertha, claim all responsibility
for the kidnapping.
“She’s hanging proudly in
the Law Library under lock
and key,” said law student Jess
Kobos, a member of the MLP.
In retaliation, Foresters
Armed Response Team have
allegedly stolen a leather,
high-backed judge’s chair from
the law building, said UM
Forester’s Club member
Kipper Blotkamp, who is this
year’s chief push of the ball.
“They will use it as leverage
for negotiating (Bertha) back,”
said Blotkamp. Blotkamp said
he has no ties with the group,
which is very secretive. 
“I don’t know who’s in it. I
don’t know where they oper-
ate. It’s kind of a rogue fac-
tion. All I know is that they
are forestry students,” he said.  
On Thursday the Party
released a notice of judicial
sale of Bertha, and negotia-
tions for her return were
planned for Wednesday night
at the Union Club.
Bertha will change hands
Thursday at noon in the Oval. 
According to the notice of
sale, foresters have “continual-
ly and maliciously subjected
Bertha to prolonged lower
colon trauma resulting in
physical distress and emotion-
al harm; shamelessly, reckless-
ly, and with malice afore-
thought forced Bertha to
humiliate herself by wearing
the antlers of a bull moose
solely for their own perverted
pleasure and entertainment
and continually mounted and
remounted Bertha under the
guise of caring for and main-
taining her pelt.”
As far as negotiations,
Kobos said law student
demands include discounted
tickets to the ball, free T-
shirts, and of course, the
judge’s chair. She is anxious to
see what the foresters have up
their sleeves. 
“Last year they made us
dress up in lawyer suits and
walk around the ball with
signs on our backs that said
‘Lawyers suck, Loggers rule,’
and they made us supply dates
for foresters,” she said. 
Blotkamp said that FART
will probably escort some law
students around the ball and
put them in the ball’s jail. 
The nabbing of Bertha
occurs each year, and in the
vast majority of the cases law
students are the culprits.
“It’s been going on for a
really long time. I guess it’s
because we are so opposite,”
said Kobos.
The Foresters’ Ball takes
place Friday and Saturday
nights in the Shreiber Gym.
Tickets are available in the UC.
Katie Klingsporn
Montana Kaimin
Matt Hayes/Montana Kaimin
Massive mascot Bertha the moose hangs high in the law school library after
being snatched Tuesday from the entrance to the Forestry School. Bertha is
“stolen” every year as part of a rivalry tradition between forestry and law 
students before each Foresters’ Ball.
NEWS
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Winter Ball offers the
chance to relive prom
The Honors Student
Association is giving stu-
dents the chance to relive
senior prom at their 
first-ever Winter Ball this
Saturday.     
Students are asked to
dress to impress for the for-
mal gala, said honors stu-
dent and ball coordinator
Siri Segrud.  
“Just think about all
those lonely prom dresses in
the closet just begging to be
taken out,” Segrud said. “I
also know a lot of guys who
are renting tuxes.”
The Honors Student
Association is a group of
Davidson Honors College
students, said Sean O’Brien,
academic adviser at the hon-
ors college.  The association
plans fund-raisers like the
Winter Ball to help fund
other educational events
they hold on campus, such
as book clubs and film
nights, said O’Brien. 
The UC Ballroom doors
open at 8 p.m. and DJs will
be spinning records until
midnight.  Tickets cost $10 a
person or $16 a couple. 
A photographer will be on
hand so students can strike
a pose in their fancy attire
and take home a memoir of
the evening, just like the
prom.
Ball organizers said it
was accidental that the
Winter Ball and the
Foresters’ Ball are both
scheduled for Saturday
night.  
“We kinda panicked at
first, but we feel like we
play to a different crowd,”
Segrud said. “We have sold
60 tickets so far and the
week is not over yet.”  
David Lord, an honors
student and event planner,
said that there could be an
annual Winter Ball in the
future.     
“If this one is a success,
another is definitely possi-
ble,” said Lord.  “I have sold
a bunch of tickets today, so
hopefully there will be a
good turnout.”  
Tickets are available at
the Davidson Honors College
reception desk, the UC Info
Desk or at the door. 
Saturday dance
goes up against
Foresters’ Ball
Madeleine Creevy
Montana Kaimin
ASUM supports UC fee increase
As the UM clocktower
struck its twelfth and final toll,
the ASUM Senate closed its
meeting after passing six reso-
lutions intended to raise
University Center fees, protect
Missoula renters and move
toward equality.
The first resolution passed
supports an increase of $2 every
semester for the next four
semesters in the UC renovation
fee.
The fee will work toward
paying back the increase in
bonds used to fund the last ren-
ovation,  freeing money that
would otherwise go toward
yearly maintenance and repair,
known as the operational fee.
Nearly splitting the senate,
arguments arose over what the
money was going toward,
whether certain programs in
the UC would be canceled, and
whether the issue should be
decided by a referendum.
“Honestly, I want to know
what the hell I’m paying for,”
said Sen. Ali Tabibnejad.
In the final decision, the sen-
ate voted down an option to
postpone the fee to a referen-
dum, which would have given
the students an option to vote
on the increase, and instead the
senate decided to accept the res-
olution 8-6 with two absten-
tions.
Following the nearly four-
hour debate, the senate passed
five more resolutions in a mat-
ter of minutes.
The first two to follow dealt
with the fee increase and budg-
et concerning the UC. 
A resolution for a strategic
guideline that will determine
how the UC will prepare its
budget for years to come was
accepted, as was a resolution
saying all students taking seven
credits must pay both the reno-
vation and operational fee.
Before, students taking
seven credits only had to pay
the operational fee.
ASUM also passed a resolu-
tion that made it possible for all
student renters to participate in
a checking system in which
authorities must automatically
investigate rentals for safety. 
Many rentals are unsafely
inhabited, said Judy Spannagel,
director of the ASUM off-cam-
pus renter center. They are
without easy-exit windows in
basement rooms, have faulty
electrical wiring and are with-
out working fire alarms, she
said.
“Older, existing rentals take
the back seat because they don’t
generate revenue,” she said.
Meanwhile, newly construct-
ed homes are automatically
examined and generate revenue
from a charge home builders
must pay.
A resolution written by Jon
Swan, ASUM president, con-
cerning the Board of Regents
policy when accepting decisions
regarding the University also
passed unanimously.
According to the resolution,
the Board of Regents is encour-
aged to have “at least two well
advertised public forums for lis-
tening to recommendations
from students, faculty, staff and
community members...” before
accepting plans such as raising
tuition, planning for new build-
ings on or off campus, and sign-
ing contracts that take away
the choice of products on cam-
pus.
Unanimously, the senate
accepted a resolution that
involves UM with a national
Rape Free Safe Zone Week the
week of February 9 to 16, and
also expressed grief and support
for those affected by the death
of Marina Kanevskaya.
Kanevskaya, a former
Russian professor, was killed in
a hit-and-run accident near the
Adams Center parking lot last
December.
Only one member voted
against the resolution to
encourage the Montana
Association of Students to take
a stance on same-sex health
benefits for UM. Hoping the
resolution will gain strength
with MAS, the senate believes it
will then be brought to the
Board of Regents attention for
consideration.
Jeff Windmueller
Montana Kaimin
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Are you an undergraduate student engaged in a research or creative (performance,
exhibit) project?  Then consider joining undergraduates in disciplines across campus
at UMCUR 2003 (UM Conference on Undergraduate Research) and making a
presentation on your project!  UMCUR 2003 will be held from Thursday evening
through Saturday, April 3-5.
Brief proposals are due by Monday, March 10th.
Further information about the conference is available at the UMCUR web site
(www.umcur.org) or by contacting Gerald Fetz, Dean, Davidson Honors College at
ext. 5201 or fllgaf@selway.umt.edu or Professor Garon Smith, Chemistry Dept., at
ext. 5606 or garons@selway.umt.edu.
Proposals must be submitted online at the web site indicated above
Think You
Know it All?
Come on in and play NTN
interactive games - it’s a fun way
to test your trivia knowledge!
Bring your friends and join us
for the thrill of live competition
and a chance for
national recognition.
4880 N. Reserve
Tues. & Thur. Nights 7:00PM
ROTC drill has cadets
in over their heads
The infantry motto, “We do more before
9 a.m. than most people do in an entire
day,” rightfully applied Wednesday morn-
ing as the Reserve Officer Training Corps
practiced combat water survival training. 
As if getting up at 4:30 a.m. to swim
laps at the Grizzly Pool in full uniform
wasn’t enough, Maj. Steven Webster still
thinks the training was too easy for these
ROTC students. 
“We should have done this outside,” he
said.
After a 10-minute swim test and five
minutes of treading water, about 35 ROTC
students put on their full battle dress uni-
forms — boots and all — to perform a
number of water safety tactics.  
They were required to unstrap their
equipment while submerged and bring it
safely to the surface. 
At another station, students were “disen-
gaged” by being spun in circles blindfolded
and then pushed off the diving board. The
students held replica M-16s called rubber
duckies because machine guns aren’t
allowed on campus. The purpose of the drill
was to keep hold of the weapon and gain
control after unexpectedly falling into water. 
“Something like this is fun, but it defi-
nitely tests your skills,” said Lindsey Agre, a
sophomore in her second year with ROTC.  
Probably the most challenging task
was swimming the width of the pool while
holding their gun above water, said Noah
Genger, a senior in economics who led the
training session.   
“I’m killing myself,” said cadet Jason
Matovich, who was forced to use the
shoulder he injured at the Wednesday
night fights in order to keep his gun from
touching the water. “It’s hard when you
don’t have both arms to keep you up and
your clothes are dragging you down.” 
In addition to the weight of the fake
guns, the students’ uniforms added
approximately 30 pounds to the challenge.  
“It’s harder than it looks,” said the
chair of the Military Science Department,
Lt. Col. Heather Ierardi.  “It’s almost a
confidence thing.” 
The students also practiced inflating
their pants while in the water and using
them as flotation devices.  
All of the tasks learned at the water sur-
vival training will present themselves again
when students attend advanced camp dur-
ing the summer in Fort Lewis, Wash.
Students who do not pass the swimming
tests will receive free swimming lessons. 
“It’s a different challenge for each indi-
vidual,” said Brett Evans, a second-year
ROTC student. “It’s early in the morning,
but it’s more interesting than (physical
training).” 
“Playing” in the pool may seem like fun,
but Webster asserts these situations are
serious and frequent on the battle field. 
“They will have ample opportunity to
use these skills,” he said. “They will be
forced to demonstrate their abilities.” 
Cadets were also required to swim the width of the pool while holding their rifles above the water.
The guns used were replica M-16s.
ROTC students drench their uniforms in the showers before jumping in the Grizzly Pool for an early morning physical
training exercise Wednesday. Pool rules dictate all swimmers take showers before entering the water.
Noah Genger
examines
Braden
Pitman’s gear
in preparation
for the blind-
folded section
of the ROTC
training
Wednesday
morning. The
cadets wore full
camouflage, a
mask and car-
ried their rifle
before being
pushed unex-
pectedly off the
diving board.
Photos by Lisa HornsteinStory by Chelsi Moy
Fred Miller
Montana Kaimin
Although Eagle Mount has only been
in Missoula a couple of years, instructor
Paul Donaldson said the program has
already come into its own. The program
that provides disabled people with the
opportunities to do outdoor activities has
attracted a lot of attention and generous
donations.
Unfortunately, the gang at Eagle
Mount has not been able to host its
annual Adaptive Ski program yet this
year.
So what has kept them off the slopes
this winter?
“This year we’ve been sort of hanging
out waiting for Mother Nature,”
Donaldson said.
Eagle Mount’s courses are usually
taught at the Marshall Mountain ski
area, which has been closed for much of
this winter due to a lack of snowfall
throughout the region.  But, the staff of
Eagle Mount in Missoula recently decid-
ed to move its operations to Lost Trail,
on the border of Idaho and Montana,
which has much more snow.
Donaldson said the program’s experi-
ences at Marshall Mountain have been
good, but a need to get going justifies
moving to a new location.
“Marshall’s been wonderful,” he
said.  “But unfortunately, they just
haven’t been open.”
The weather also has set back
volunteer training in ski instruc-
tion by about two to three weeks,
he said.
Eagle Mount began about 20
years ago in Bozeman.  Since then
it has branched out to Billings,
Great Falls and Missoula.
The Missoula program began with 20
volunteer instructors and 10 students.  A
year later, those numbers had doubled,
and they’ve grown steadily since.
The program is popular, Donaldson
said, because it provides people with dis-
abilities a chance to take part in ski
activities they might otherwise miss.
“These participants fall in love with
this program,” he said.  “If you can imag-
ine never really feeling the wind on your
face, and being in a wheelchair, then get-
ting out and having someone take you 20
mph down the ski area... it’s fantastic.”
Donaldson gets excited when he talks
about his experience as an instructor.
“Sometimes I thought I got more out of it
than the participants did,” he said.
His sentiment is shared by other volun-
teer instructors with the program,
including several who went through it as
students.
Sherene Ricci, a 2002 UM graduate,
got started with the program in
Bozeman in 1992, when she was 14.  
She had Sarcoma
Cancer, which affects the
nervous system.  In 2001,
the disease made it neces-
sary for doctors to ampu-
tate her right leg. When
Eagle Mount contacted her about rejoin-
ing the program she was glad to hear
from them.
“It was perfect timing because I really
wanted to get back involved with them,”
she said.
Ricci learned to use a device called a
“3-track,” which consists of a ski on her
left foot and two attached to her arms
with crutches. She enjoyed it so much
she came back as an instructor a year
later.
Despite Ricci’s enthusiasm, Donaldson
said attracting new students has been a
problem this year due to the lack of snow
and the program’s subsequent slow start.
“It’s kind of hard to go out and get
new participants because it’s hard to get
someone inter-
ested in some-
thing that isn’t
really going on,”
he said.
Because of the
late start,
Donaldson isn’t expecting as much time
on the slopes this year as they’ve had in
the past.  He said he will be going to Lost
Trail this weekend to train new instruc-
tors, and classes will begin the following
weekend and run for three weekends. 
“We want to do something, even if it is
just one day of skiing, just so we can con-
tinue,” he said.
Still, some find hope in the recent
return of winter weather.
“I’m no groundhog or anything, but I
think winter might last a little bit
longer,” Ricci said.
Eagle Mount is still recruiting volun-
teer ski instructors for winter 2003.
Anyone interested in volunteering can
call 549-3797.   
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Mountains  Meet  Space Presents
Michael Franti
& Spearhead
with special guest
Tre “Slimkid 3” Hardson
from The Pharcyde
at The Wilma Theatre
February 11, 2003
Doors open at 7pm 
Music starts at 8pm
Also: Coming February 17 to the Blue Heron
M O F R O
Tickets available now at all Ticket E-Z outlets
Rockin Rudy’s & Rainbows End • All Ages Welcome
Fly Fishing
Guide School
Openings for Spring Break
March 23-29
WE PROVIDE EXTENSIVE GUIDE TRAINING
DURING A WEEK LONG GUIDE SCHOOL. WEEK
INCLUDES:
• Guiding Techniques for
both Alaska and lower 48
• High Job Placement
Assistance (Average Pay
$2,400/mo.)
• Fly Fishing Training
• Fly Casting • Jet Boat Training
• Fly Tying • Room and Board
• CPR Certification
Please Call
1-866-GOGUIDE
(1-866-464-8433)
Fresh & Tasty
Tap Room Open
Mon - Th 3-9 Fri - Sat 12-9 
602 Myrtle • 728-1660
www.kettlehouse.com
‘Rockstar’ takes on trusty ol’ PBR in a fight to the finish
Last
weekend,
early
Saturday
morning
my
friends and I set out for Lolo
Pass. The cloud cover was
thick and little could be seen
down Bitterroot way. Lolo
Peak was tucked in tightly,
hidden. We hoped for snow,
but knew we might be press-
ing our luck. It was warmer
than usual, and this season
had already taught us not to
get our hopes up. 
We stopped at the Conoco
Super Stop in Lolo, as we do
every weekend. Josh filled the
truck and the sled, while the
rest of us headed into the
most convenient of conven-
ience stores.
I’m not a man of many
vices, but a beer after a day
in the snow is one habit I
hope never to break. It’s tra-
dition, and a damn good one
at that. 
I offered to grab one for
Josh. He declined. 
“What?” I barked.
I was aghast, not believing
what I was hearing, and to be
honest, I was a little sad-
dened. How could he turn
down 24 ounces of finely fer-
mented hops and barly, that
blue-ribbon beauty standing
tall and proud in its powerful-
ly patriotic red, white and
blues? How could he turn
down a PBR tall boy? How
could he say ‘No’ to a beer so
big it could easily quench the
thirst of two, maybe three
moderately thirsty young
men. The can alone, which is
tall enough to be held by the
hands of two men, promotes
sharing, togetherness, friend-
ship. How could he turn that
down? 
Well, his recent new-age
feng shui-influenced holistic
approach to more sound living
didn’t mesh well with PBR.
His energy was being inter-
rupted, or obstructed or
wrongly directed, or some-
thing like that. 
I was disheartened to say
the least.
Then, I was crushed as
quickly a can of Keystone
Light against a frat boy’s
head when I saw what
replaced his old, but seeming-
ly long-forgotten friend from
Milwaukee.
It came in a black can,
smattered with shiny reds
and golds. It boasted itself as
being, “Bigger, Faster,
Stronger,” and warned
women, children or others
sensitive to caffeine to keep
their distance. It was
Rockstar the energy drink.
Red Bull’s big, ugly, steroid-
infused, older brother. The
Mike Tyson of energy drinks,
scratch that, this thing’s the
god damn Incredible Hulk of
energy drinks.Sixteen ounces
of eye-twitching, stomach-
turning, fist-clenching, teeth-
grinding, seizure inducing
artificial energy.
While we headed up the
pass I quizzed Josh as to why
he’d chosen a hideously artifi-
cial concoction like Rockstar
over a perfectly natural thing
of beauty like PBR.  
He had no answer.
So in the true American
tradition I decided the best
way to decide which was the
better on-hill drink was to pit
the two against each other,
can vs. can. A fight to the fin-
ish. No holds barred. A battle
of beverage braun.
I know PBR might not be
marketed as “extreme ath-
lete” energy drinks, but any
skier or snowboarder will
attest that a beer goes with a
day on shredding like stink
goes with long johns.
And while some might
argue that Rockstar isn’t
marketed as an “extreme ath-
lete’s” beverage, like Red Bull
or the myriad other beverages
marketed at us gen-Xer’s, I’m
guessing that as more and
more youngins are raised
with Red Bull in their bottles
their tolerance to the toxins
in these drinks will develop
and more-and-more turbo-
charged groms will look to
Rockstar to replace the likes
of Red Bull and soon it will
become the energy drink of
choice. 
Fighters, take your cor-
ner. Ding. Round 1.
Rocky comes out swinging,
while Peebs saunters around
the ring, in no hurry to
exhaust himself. Outweighing
Rockstar by some eight
ounces and standing a good
two inches taller, PBR has a
definite size advantage over
the scrappy can in black.
Rocky runs around Peebs like
a hamster hopped up on
Havre’s finest methampheta-
mines, but the little guy’s
efforts are made in vain, as
Peebs takes punch after
punch and remains unfet-
tered, standing tall and solid
as a silo on the horizon.  
But, the wiry Rocky is
unrelenting in his rage, he
throws jab after jab, bobs,
weaves, back peddles,
bounces left then right, back
and forth,  never stopping for
a second, his energy is
unmatched, but it’s only a
matter of time before he runs
himself ragged, his reserves
dry up and he is crushed by
the veteran hands of his blue,
white and red rival. 
You see, Rocky’s just a
rookie and only been around
for a couple of months. His
look is all flash and no fill.
He might tout all kinds of
abstract ingredients from the
far reaches of the Earth.
Ingredients like, Guarana,
Carnitine, Inositol, Siberian
Ginseng and Ginkgo Bilboa,
which are said to do every-
thing from “aid in correction
of memory loss, headache and
depression,” to “treat irregu-
lar heartbeat.” But, with
exorbitant amounts of sugar,
caffeine and taurine — which
basically allows your body to
absorb caffeine at an unnatu-
rally rapid rate — you’ve got
to wonder if it’s this devil
drink that’s ultimately caus-
ing that quickened pitter pat-
ter of the ol’ ticker.  
As for PBR, well this old
codger has been around since
1844. You won’t find any
fancy vitamins or root
extracts in this tall drink of
fermented water. And if you
think beer ain’t an energy
drink, consider that the
Vikings used to fill their gul-
lets with aul or ale before
battle, then charge, fearlessly
without armor or even shirts
to fight whatever fate lay
before them. That’s fuckin’
energy.
And here’s the knockout
punch — 16 ounces of
Rockstar is $1.29 and 24
ounces of Pabst is 99 cents. 
An on-hill beverage cham-
pion has been crowned. PBR
has proven itself to be the
only before, during or after
shredding beverage a healthy
body needs. 
Here’s to traditions. 
Cheers.
Lack of snowfall delays Eagle Mount’s winter programs 
Column by
Liam Gallagher
And if you think beer ain’t
an energy drink, consider
that the Vikings used to fill
their gullets with aul or ale
before battle, then charge,
fearlessly without armor or
even shirts to fight whatev-
er fate lay before them.
That’s fuckin’ energy.
Hidden in the days of
February, the sun shines
upon Missoula anglers and
fishing stories are once
again included in everyday
conversation.
This year the optimism
came a few weeks early
after Missoula and its sur-
rounding areas were hit
with a warming trend that
attracted a noticeable rise in
fishing at Rock Creek.
“All the rivers have
dropped back into reason-
able shape and are fishing
well, especially Rock
Creek,” said Damon Cox, manag-
er of the Kingfisher fly shop.
“I’ve been fishing it for the last
couple of weeks, and it’s been
outstanding.”
Rock Creek, located about 25
miles east of Missoula, is one of
the state’s premiere fishing loca-
tions. Touting “blue ribbon” status,
the river is chock full of rainbow,
brown and cutthroat trout as well
as a number of endangered bull
trout and a few brook trout. The
river is predominantly known for
its summer fishing, but that’s not
to say that its winter fishing is
nonexistent.
In the past couple of weeks,
Rock Creek has been for many a
first fix of the year toward an
addiction that is usually only
sufficed in the spring and sum-
mer months.
Not to be misleading, current
conditions are not that of a major
hatch in the warmer months.
Dry fly fishing, for the most part,
has yet to hit, and the length of
the fishing day is currently so
short that it’s hard to catch a
large number of fish.
“If you are going up there to
catch a lot of fish you may be dis-
appointed,” Grizzly Hackle
employee Cole Hobbs said.
However, conditions are good
enough to catch a half dozen or
more fish in a small amount of
time.
Hobbs went up to Rock Creek
a couple of weeks ago and caught
six fish in about three hours.
Although not a stellar number,
it’s nothing to be ashamed of,
especially for people who have
waited since the air began to
turn cold and the banks of
Montana’s rivers grew narrower
with ice replacing rocky shores.
Cox also has hit up Rock
Creek over the past couple
weeks, faring well. When Cox
went out last week with a couple
friends, the group landed around
30 fish between the three, the
biggest being about 18 inches
long. 
Anglers shouldn’t perceive
that they can just go throw a line
in the water and catch multiple
fish at the drop of a fly. 
To reach decent fishing num-
bers, anglers are faced with tradi-
tional fly fishing obstacles coupled
with the challenges of the cold
winter months. From the temper-
ature of the ice cold water fueled
with melting sheets of ice to
choosing the right types of flies to
use, current conditions are not
great, but they are very manage-
able.
Most, if not all, fishermen so
far this winter have been using
wet flies which sink and then
rely on attracting fish underwa-
ter. 
Primarily, two types of wet
flies exist: nymphs and stream-
ers. Nymphs usually resemble a
premature insect before it hatch-
es into its adult stage, which is
what dry flies imitate. Streamers
are very similar to nymphs,
except that they imitate small
fish opposed to premature
insects.
“You’re going to have way bet-
ter luck fishing streamers and
nymphs during this time of
year,” Cox said. 
Although on really warm
days, anglers might be lucky
enough to have up to 45 minutes
to an hour to catch some fish on
dry flies such as midges, Cox
said.
Hot flies for winter fishing
continue to be the usual sus-
pects, including: prince nymphs,
hares ears, pheasant tails, the
infamous San Juan worm and, of
course, various types of stream-
ers. Pretty much any small-
er nymph is worth tying
and trying.
Anglers also have to con-
sider winter conditions and
accept cold feet as well as
other limbs. Winter anglers
should consider wet hands
soaked in freezing water as
the reward granted to those
who catch fish, so fair-
weather anglers need not
apply.
Besides the basic annoy-
ances, anglers have just one
rule of thumb to follow con-
sidering winter conditions.
“If it’s comfortable for you, it’s
comfortable for them (the fish),”
Hobbs said. 
Fishing with wet flies should
remain good in the next couple of
weeks as a very dry weather pat-
tern is starting to loom over the
Missoula and Rock Creek area,
said Bob Nester of the National
Weather Service. 
Highs will remain in the mid
to low 30s, Nester said. Current
conditions should continue to
create opportune fishing in the
afternoons. The temperatures
shouldn’t increase enough to
dirty the water too much, which
only should improve fishing at
Rock Creek and other area
rivers.
“If the water is a little bit off
color, but you still have at least a
foot of visibility into the water,
the fishing should still be good,”
Cox said.
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We can help! Get your info together (we’ll tell you how) and
sign up now for one of the sessions listed below. The
Financial Aid Office Staff will be available to answer your
questions while you fill out the form online.
Wednesday Feb. 5th 10:00am-12:00pm
Thursday Feb. 6th 2:00pm-4:00pm
Friday Feb. 7th 9:30am-10:30am
Tuesday Feb. 11th 10:00am-12:00pm
Wednesday Feb. 12th 10:00am-12:00pm
Thursday Feb. 13th 2:00pm-4:00pm
Friday Feb. 14th 9:30am-10:30am
All sessions are in the Griz Central Training
Room on the 2rd Floor of the Lommasson Center.
Call 243-5373 now to reserve a place.
Warmer winter weather provides opportune conditions for anxious anglers
Photos by
Mike Cohea
Story by 
Casey Trang
Sean Sperry/Montana Kaimin
Nathaniel Murphy of Missoula floats a backside rodeo during Saturday’s Snowbowl Snow-Jam big air contest. The
snowboarding contest featured big air, slope-style, and giant slalom during the weekend. Murphy took first place  in
the amatuer division of the contest.
This ain’t his first rodeo
Telltale signs of Winter on Rock Creek: rocks encrusted in ice, a big brown
trout and a San Juan worm fly caught in a tangled mess.
Casting away Winter
A line wet with the cold waters of Rock Creek catches the afternoon light as an angler casts upstream.
Chin’s group created the
Montana Writing Standards, a
10-page guide that outlines the
qualities that distinguish good
writing by the end of grade four,
the end of grade eight, and the
end of grade 12.
Chin, who has been in the
UM English teaching program
since 1981, spends a lot of her
time working with teachers in
Montana and across the nation
to improve student reading and
writing abilities. 
Through the Office of the
Commissioner of Higher
Education, the writing commit-
tee is field testing a writing
assessment that will determine
what quality of writing is good
enough for college admissions. In
spring 2003, the third and final
writing assessment field test will
take place. The timed exercise,
which was developed with the
help of the ACT, offers students a
choice of two essay prompts.
They then have 40, or in some
cases 70 minutes to develop an
opinion and supporting argu-
ments and write an essay.   
Last year, around one-third of
Montana’s high school juniors
completed the test. Their mean
score was 3.2 out of six, on a
holistic ACT/Montana grading
scale that takes into account sev-
eral factors, including a student’s
persuasive skill, organization,
and command of language. Once
the final field test is complete,
the writing committee will decide
what the appropriate score for
college entrance should be. 
“The biggest problem kids
have is developing their ideas,”
said Jan Clinard, who is the
director of academic initiatives
at the Office of the
Commissioner of Higher
Education. “They don’t know
how to argue.”
Despite the perennial ques-
tion about how truly a timed
exercise shows a student’s real-
world writing abilities, the test-
ing has widespread support.
“It is important for students
to know how well they’re doing
and continue to grow,” Chin
said. “Teachers need to know for
curriculum and instruction — to
make students more effective
thinkers and communicators.”
The test also raises student
awareness about what universi-
ty writing standards actually
are, she said.
“More important than the
test, we are training a lot of
high school teachers to know
what distinguishes good writ-
ing,” Clinard said. “If they
assign mostly narrative writing,
their kids do the worst.”
After the field test results are
analyzed later this summer, the
writing proficiency committee
will recommend to the
Commissioner of Higher
Education what they think col-
lege entrance writing standards
should be. Possibilities under
discussion include acceptable
ACT or SAT writing scores,
Advanced Placement or CLEP
English exam scores, or a per-
sonal writing portfolio. It is
unlikely that Montana will sup-
port the use of its own writing
exam, Clinard said, and testing
costs will be shifted back to the
students.
By the time Montana has
established its college entrance
writing requirements, both ACT
and SAT will have updated
their tests to accommodate a 30-
minute writing segment. The
SAT plans to add a new 800-
point required essay section by
2005. The ACT’s new writing
test should be ready for the
2004-2005 school year. 
These changes will increase
test costs for students by $10-
$14.
The renovations come at a
time when many universities
are questioning the fairness and
accuracy of standardized tests
for predicting academic success.
California outright rejected the
SAT in its current fill-in-the-
bubble form. 
“Looking at analysis of three
decades of undergraduate data
at the University of California
seemed to show the SAT II writ-
ing test is the best single predic-
tor, overall, of success in college,”
said Richard Atkinson, president
of the University of California.
Once Montana’s new writing
standards are approved, admin-
istrators at each campus in the
Montana University System
will decide how they will apply
to their school.
When the writing admissions
requirement becomes a part of
UM’s student screening process,
it will add one more piece to an
already-comprehensive writing
program, Chin said. 
New students already take
an English placement exam to
sort them into appropriate
classes, an exit exam from
English 101 to confirm what
they’ve learned, and a third-
year Upper Division Writing
Assessment.  
“The junior level exam is
meant to remind students that
the 100 level skills they learned
should be alive and applicable,”
Chin said. “It is a particular
genre, still the basics of writing
and thinking are all there. Pass
rates will go up as students
understand more about what it
takes. We want students to be
successful.”
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hook yourself up & call 888.328.6877  
and save $50/per person on a trip.  
Mention freezedeal and cst # 2009218-20
Spring Break 
in Colorado! 
          submit your best Video cut
        if you got The chops you get your props
you be the Director! 
           log on to  FinDyourPower.com
PRE
SEN
TED
 By
check out > > www.undeclareDFilmT
our.com
The Transworld Undeclared Film Tour is a free 60 minut
e
film from the best snowboard and ski producers
that will line your pockets with shwag and give you
the chance to win a spring break getaway to Colorado with 4
of
YOUR FRIEND
S
Monday February 10 
Urey Lecture Hall 8:00 PM
Brought to you  by THE
 University of Montana Ski Team
FREE FRENCH FILM!!
Le Battement d’ailes du papillon
[Happenstance] 2000, subtitled.  Director Laurent Firode’s whimsical story about
the unpredictable, far-reaching effects of seemingly isolated actions. 
Stars Amélie’s Audrey Tautou.  Feb. 9 & 10, at 7pm in the UC Theater.
Assessment
Continued from Page 1
Midway through the University of
Montana football season, a giant
among men appeared on the field at
Washington-Grizzly Stadium.
Standing 6-foot-7 and weighing over
270 pounds, Willie Walden proved that
someone can stand out on a football
field full of huge athletes. Now he has
his eyes set on bringing his intimida-
tion onto the basketball court for
Grizzly basketball head coach Pat
Kennedy.
Walden transferred to UM from the
University of Oregon after having dif-
fering views with his coaches and other
superiors about how to deal with his
knee tendinitis and two-sport aspira-
tions.
Born in Richland, Wash., Walden
moved to Vancouver at a very young
age. Growing up he was always the
bigger, stronger athletic kid who had
interests in anything that involved ath-
letics.
“I honestly don’t remember having a
growth spurt,” Walden said. “I was
always taller than everyone else all the
time.”
“When I was young I did everything.
I played soccer, whatever else would
come along. I just played. I’d play kick-
ball, wallball, four-square, tetherball,
anything.”
His love for competition at a young
age was influenced by his father.
Walden is the third Willie Walden in
his family, with both his father and
grandfather also sharing the name.
Walden’s father played college bas-
ketball for Gonzaga and then traveled
overseas to play briefly in Europe.
However, much like his son, tendinitis
in his knee hampered him until he
finally gave up basketball.
When the younger Walden entered
high school, he took the Vancouver
high school athletic scene by storm. By
that time, he had narrowed his sport-
ing interests to basketball and football.
His domination of both sports led to
accolades and college scholarship
offers. 
Walden was all-state in basketball
his senior year, but his All-American
honor in football is what caught the
eyes of Pac-10 schools.
“My dream was to play in the Pac-
10,” Walden said.
Oregon, Oregon State University
and the University of Washington were
among the Pac-10 schools who talked
to him about football. An array of little
schools such as Nevada-Reno also
wanted him. Walden said he had pub-
licly expressed his desire for a football
scholarship over a basketball one, and
as a result many basketball scouts
gave up on him.
“What I wanted to do was take a
football scholarship and walk on for
basketball,” Walden said. “Because if
you take a basketball scholarship, you
miss about 20 games of the season.
Word got out that I wanted to play
football, and a lot of basketball coaches
backed off.”
Walden said he decided on Oregon
in large part because they said he
would have the opportunity to play
both sports. Once he was there, coach-
es started to have second thoughts.
“They (Oregon coaches) told me I
would have the opportunity to play
both sports. That didn’t end up hap-
pening there. I still worked out with
the basketball team during the spring-
time . . . But when it came down to it,
the football coaches said, ‘We want you
to concentrate on football.’”
On top of the football coaches’ wish-
es for him to focus on football, tendini-
tis in his knees also became an issue.
“The problems with my knees start-
ed causing problems with my coaches
because I couldn’t do the workouts, and
I couldn’t do certain things. Finally it
came to a boiling point where it was
time for me to be somewhere else.”
So how did he end up in Missoula
when the Grizzlies had never recruited
him for either football or basketball?
“I had to transfer to a I-AA program
or else I would have to sit out a year,”
Walden said. Then he smirked a little
and said, “So I just picked up a maga-
zine and said, ‘Hmm, what’s the best I-
AA school?’ It had a picture of John
Edwards in there and they (Montana)
were the top I-AA school.  So I was
like, ‘Okay, I’ll go to Montana.’”
Walden came to Montana and was
immediately welcomed to the football
team by former Grizzly football head
coach Joe Glenn and his staff.
“The football coaches were really cool
about everything. They went out of
their way to help me get into school, to
help me get sped along. They went
above and beyond what they had to do.”
The football players, on the other
hand, didn’t seem to be quite as recep-
tive to Walden’s immediate acceptance
onto the team.
“I know there was some animosity
on my football team,” Walden said. 
He believed that the players were
discouraged that he could receive
instant playing time without being
there the whole season.
“I think it was unnecessary animosi-
ty because I don’t decide if I play.
That’s the coach’s decision.”
After the Grizzlies were knocked out
of the football playoffs, Walden wasted
no time in surveying his basketball
options by talking to Kennedy.
“He came to us and told us he was
interested in playing,” Kennedy said.
“We gave him the chance to practice
with us and right now he’s not playing
in the games but he is practicing. . .
We’re just getting a feel for him. He’s a
solid player and he’s big. He won’t play
this season, but we’ll have to see what
happens next year.”
Due to football, neither Kennedy
nor Walden can confirm any definite
plans for next season. However,
Walden envisions next year as a
chance to play both sports, with his
scholarship coming from football
and remaining a walk-on in basket-
ball. 
That’s next year. For now Walden is
content with learning Kennedy’s sys-
tem and making friends on the team.
“The basketball team was a lot more
accepting (than the football team),”
Walden said. “They were just like, ‘Oh,
he’s a walk-on and he’s going to prac-
tice with us and help us out.’”
Walden also expressed his eagerness
to play for Kennedy.
“I think he’s a really good coach and
a really good person,” Walden said.
“He’s been around the block. He knows
his stuff.”
Walden will spend the remainder of
this season getting acclimated to
Grizzly basketball, staying in shape
and listening to find out what his
future holds.
Is Graduate School in Your Future?
GET PAID TO GET PREPARED!
Students in UM’s McNair Scholars Program
receive a $4000 stipend to:
–Conduct their own research project
–Work with a faculty mentor
–Get guidance on their graduate school plans
–Receive assistance with their graduate school applications and GRE
–Attend conferences in their field
–Network with other undergraduate scholars
See if you qualify to be a McNair Scholar:
www.umt.edu/trio/mcnair
or call 243-4907
Don’t Download
For Free When
You Can Get Paid
up to 
$360
a month
Sperm Donors
Needed!
•Anonymous program
•Must be 18-35 
& in good health
Call the donor info line
549-0958
NW Andrology
& Cryobank
Missoula, MT
*Egg donors also needed
*Minority donors encouraged
Why should you
do your laundry
at SuperWash?
FREE
freshly
brewed
coffee!
SuperWash
Laundromat
1700 S. 3rd W.
8:00 am-9:00 pm Fax (406) 327-9358
Tell that special 
someone you care
Valentine’s Day
Happy Ads!
Cheap for younice for them!
Griz tight end bounces to basketball
Nick Wolcott/Montana Kaimin
Six-foot-seven transfer Willie Walden has aspirations to play both basketball and football for the
University of Montana.
Myers Reece 
Montana Kaimin
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Snowbowl
prepares
for racing
If you have any ski or snow-
board ability, Montana
Snowbowl ski area and Big Sky
Brewing are giving you the
chance to prove your worth on
the slopes in the 2003 Pro/Am
Alpine racing series.
The first event starts
Thursday at 7 p.m. on
Snowbowl’s Sunrise Bowl and
will be held every Thursday
evening until the March 7
finals.
Teams consist of five mem-
bers, plus substitutes, and must
include one female. The team
entry fee is $400 and includes
lift tickets. Local businesses are
sponsoring teams and spots are
still available. 
Individuals can compete for
$15 per night.
The dual slalom format races
are open to racers of all abili-
ties, and racers will compete
against their own ability level.
After two races each, the racer
with the lowest time wins the
dual and a point for their team.
The team with the most
points by the end wins the cup. 
“We are chasing the cup,”
race director Jon Seliski said. 
Racing action started with
the seed race on Jan. 30. In the
men’s alpine, Lindan Elliott of
the University of Montana Ski
Team grabbed the first place
finish. Gull Ski’s Garrett Hobbs
and UM Ski Team’s Tripp
Nichols filled in second and
third place.
Marlo Crocifisso of the UM
Ski Team led the women’s
alpine race. Debbie Demmons
of Big Sky Brewing was second
while UM Ski Team’s Elizabeth
Johnson was third.
This is the first year snow-
boarders have been included in
this racing series. Rockin’
Rudy’s dominated the snow-
board races with the women
sweeping the top three spots.
Crystal Thiem finished first
with Corinne Mayer and Erin
Kenny in second and third
place. 
In men’s action, Jordan
Haakonson and Iden Rodreguez
of Rockin’ Rudy’s placed first
and third. Last Run Inn’s Eddy
Shredder squeezed into the sec-
ond place spot. 
Seliski is encouraging any-
one interested to show up on
Thursday and get a speed time. 
For more information con-
tact Jon Seliski at 549-9777 or
543-6958.
— Kaimin Sports Staff
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It’s coming...
By the
Numbers
This Friday
and EVERY
Friday
Matt Hayes/Montana Kaimin
Senior Julie Deming shoots one of many lay-ups Wednesday afternoon during practice in the Adams Center. The Lady Griz will battle Portland State at home
Thursday night.
Lady Griz battle for Big Sky ranking
The timing could not be more
perfect. The University of
Montana Lady Griz sit in a
three-way tie for third place in
the Big Sky Conference with
Portland State University and
Eastern Washington University.
These teams are heading to
Missoula to battle for Big Sky
Conference standings.  
“Every game is big for us in
the conference race right now,”
head coach Robin Selvig said.
“We have already lost two, so if
we’re going to stay in the hunt,
we can’t afford to lose another
one.” 
The hunt continues Thursday
when the 3-2 Lady Griz host the
PSU Vikings (3-2, 8-10).
Portland State features the
inside-outside tandem of senior
guard Nikki Petticrew and junior
forward Sarah Hedgepeth, who
average 13.1 and 12.7 points
respectively per game.
As potent as the two stars are,
freshman guard Katie Edwards
said the Lady Griz will be able to
handle the two explosive scorers. 
“They are both obviously real-
ly good players,” Edwards said.
“Petticrew is a great shooter and
we just need to try to contain
both of them a little bit.” 
But while the Vikings feature
the 6-foot Hedgepeth in the post
position, Edwards doesn’t see her
presence as a problem for the
taller Lady Griz post duo of soph-
omores Crystal Baird and Hollie
Tyler, who each have at least
four inches on the smaller PSU
forward.
“Our post players are really
good inside, and, hopefully, they
can take care of Hedgepeth,”
Edwards said. “She is a little bit
smaller and shorter than our
post players, but she can shoot
around them really well. So we
need to make her shoot over our
big girls.”
The Vikings are not just a
two-dimensional team. Two other
players average more than nine
points per game: sophomore
guard Heidi Stuart and sopho-
more center Carrie Spencer. 
The Vikings might have prob-
lems keying in on one Montana
player since the Lady Griz
played 11 teammates at least 10
minutes each in the last game
against Sac State.  
Montana features a balanced
attack with Tyler leading the
way. She averages 16.7 points
per game and 8.6 rebounds. Off
the bench comes offensive spark-
plug Edwards, who is currently
tied for 12th in the conference
with an average 11.6 points per
game.
Along with the improved
play of senior guard Jill Henkel,
who scored 12 points in her last
outing against Sac State, the
Lady Griz also feature junior
guard Brooklyn Lorenzen, a
player currently third in the Big
Sky in assists averaging 5.6 per
game.
The Lady Griz are balanced
inside and out, which may cause
a match-up problem for PSU.
They have only eight players log-
ging serious minutes.
What defense the Lady Griz
will play Thursday remains to be
seen.
“We worked on some of their
man offense yesterday,” Edwards
said. “So, we are just going to
play them normal, you know,
play honest on them.” 
Selvig agrees with Edwards’
observations.
“We are just hoping to do a
good job on them,” Selvig said.
“We always try to key on the bet-
ter players, but it’s a team defen-
sive concept.”
The Lady Griz have been hot
lately, beating Northern Arizona
and Sac State. But when PSU
arrives, Selvig and the rest of the
team know that a typical Big Sky
defensive battle awaits. 
Will Cleveland
Montana Kaimin
The University of Montana
men’s basketball team is ready
for a night of their own —
“Grizzly Night” at Portland State.
The Grizzlies make the road
trip to Portland after playing
back-to-back home games,
including a 66-59 victory over
Sacramento State on “Monte
Night.” 
In Montana’s last game
against Sac State, junior Steve
Horne stepped up to score 19
points in the win. Horne’s per-
formance took some of the pres-
sure off Montana’s top two scor-
ers, Kevin Criswell and David
Bell.
“Anytime anybody steps up, it
helps out a lot,” head coach Pat
Kennedy said.
The Grizzlies will be looking
for a third scorer against PSU to
match the Vikings’ scoring trio of
Jeb Ivey, Seth Scott and Kevin
Briggs.
Ivey, who leads the team in
scoring at 15.8 points per game,
is a stocky guard with scoring
ability, Kennedy said. 
Portland State enters the
game 4-16 overall with a 2-5 con-
ference record, and is ranked last
in scoring offense at 57 points
per game. However, Montana’s
players and coaches are quick to
say they are not underestimating
the Vikings, despite the poor
record.
“We won’t be overlooking
them,” junior Ryan Pederson
said. “We’re only 3-4. We can’t
afford to overlook anyone.”
Kennedy said the 4-16 record is
deceiving because of PSU’s talent.
Montana’s Bell and Portland
State’s Ivey are third and fourth,
respectively, in the conference in
scoring. Bell is averaging 17
points per game and recently
moved into a tie for 12th place on
the Big Sky Conference’s all-time
three-point field goals made list.
After limiting Sac State to
only 59 points on Saturday using
a stingy zone defense, Kennedy
said he still intends to start the
game in man-to-man defense
against the Vikings.
“We’ll start out in man-to-man
and get a feel for them (PSU),”
Kennedy said. “You can tell a lot
about a team in the very begin-
ning of the game.”
Kennedy said that by study-
ing statistics and watching Sac
State’s players in warmups on
Saturday night he could tell they
were a weak outside-shooting
team before the game even start-
ed. Montana took advantage of
that by forcing Sac State to shoot
6-29 from three-point range.
PSU is a different team and a
different game-plan will be nec-
essary.
This game is important for
both teams. The Vikings will
find it very hard to make the
playoffs with a loss. The
Grizzlies, on the other hand,
know how important it is to get
up to .500 at this point in the
conference season.
“It’s (the game) huge,” said
Pederson. “It’s a really big game
for us.”
The Grizzlies will be without
freshman Mike Chavez, who has
been indefinitely suspended for
legal complications. 
“It won’t be a distraction,”
Pederson said. “We just need to
focus on winning these next two
games.” 
Montana enters the game tied
with Montana State for fourth
place in the Big Sky conference
while Portland State is in a
three-way tie for last in the tight-
ly-contested Big Sky Conference
standings.
Griz travel to Portland for Vikings standoff 
Myers Reece
Montana Kaimin
In a dimly lit conference room at
Ruby’s Reserve Street Inn, the
University of Montana’s new head
football coach, Bobby Hauck, offi-
cially announced the signing of 13
new recruits.
Nine of the 13 newcomers are
from Montana high schools, while
there are also two from California,
one from Colorado and one from
Washington.
Hauck said that he and his staff
decided from the beginning of the
recruiting process that “we’re going
to take Montana kids first.”
Hauck said, “We took athletes
(from Montana) that are going to
build themselves into great play-
ers.”
The Grizzlies nabbed two players
from both Billings Skyview and
Billings West. One of the Skyview
standouts, Matt Lebsock, is the son
of Montana’s 1977 football team
MVP, Ron Lebsock. Ron also
coached Skyview last season.
“He just makes things happen,”
Hauck said of the 5 -foot-11-inch,
185-pound Lebsock. “He’s going to
try it at running back. He’s going to
try it at safety.”
Kyle Samson from Helena
Capital is also among the nine
Montana recruits. Samson was
selected as the 2002 Montana
Gatorade Player of the Year for the
12-0 state champions. Although
Samson is listed at 5-foot-8, 165
pounds, Hauck said that he might
be even smaller than that.
“The only thing big about Kyle is
the big plays he makes,” Hauck said
while showing Samson’s video clips
to the small crowd gathered in the
room.
Running back Lex Hilliard from
Kalispell is a player that was
recruited by ex-Griz coach Joe
Glenn and his staff, but remained
true to his word by announcing he is
still coming to Montana, despite the
coaching changes.
“He’s an impressive young man,”
Hauck said. “He can run over guys
and get into the end zone.”
The other Montana recruits are
Tyson Johnson from Stevensville,
Kelly Klain from Great Falls, Kyle
Ryan from Billings West, Eric
Michel from Billings West, Loren
Utterback from Fort Benton, and
Ryan Gustafson from Billings
Skyview.
The out-of-state class includes
junior college transfer Justin Green
from Mesa College in San Diego.
The 6-foot, 225-pound Green is a big
running back that will be immedi-
ately vying for the starting position
as a junior next season.
“We feel he’s the right kind of guy
for our offense,” Hauck said. “He’s
got what it takes.”
Also from California is
Christopher Clark. Clark is from
Cathedral High School in Los
Angeles where he was first team
All-Los Angeles Times at cornerback
and the Tri-Valley League champion
in the 100 meters, running a time of
10.54 seconds.
“He’ll be the fastest kid on the
team,” Hauck said of the 5-foot-11-
inch, 175-pound Clark, who didn’t
even play his senior season because
he violated the high school double-
transfer rule.
Van Cooper, Jr. from Cherry
Creek High School changed his
mind and decided to come to
Montana instead of Wyoming after a
phone call from Hauck on Tuesday
night.
“We think this guy is a flat differ-
ence-maker,” Hauck said.
The remaining out-of-state new-
comer is Muckie Foreman from
Spanaway Lake High School in
Spanaway, Wash. Hauck gave credit
to Joe Glenn’s staff for bringing the
cornerback to Montana.
Although Wednesday night’s
announcements marked the end of
Hauck’s one-month recruiting
scramble, he alluded to the possi-
bility of one more recruit signing
with UM, but couldn’t make any
further comments. All the same,
after all was said and done
Wednesday night, Hauck sounded
relieved.
“The coach’s New Year is tomor-
row,” Hauck said. 
Throughout the night Hauck
expressed enthusiasm about this
year’s recruits.
“They’re a terrific group of kids,”
Hauck told the crowd. “You’ll be
proud of them.”
Hauck announces new recruits to Griz
Montana dominates
selection of 
high school stars
Myers Reece
Montana Kaimin
Lady Griz star reveals all in 13 questions
She is a 6-foot-3-inch sophomore
with a commanding presence in the
key and has 40 blocks this season to
prove it. Lady Griz center Hollie
Tyler is coming up from
underneath averaging 8.6
rebounds a game and lead-
ing the Lady Griz in scoring
by averaging 16.7 points a
game. This dominating cen-
ter took time from crashing
the boards to talk to the
Kaimin about seeing Monte
strip, her dreams of the
WNBA and why No. 50
should be retired.
Kaimin: What TV show do you
try to never miss?
Hollie Tyler: “Friends.”
Kaimin: Whose your favorite
character?
HT: Joey.
Kaimin: What do you put on
your mixed CD?
HT: A lot of hip hop.
Kaimin: If a movie was made
about your life, who would you
want to star you?
HT: There’s really no one famous
who reminds me of me, but probably
Julia Roberts.
Kaimin: What do you want to
do when you grow up?
HT: I want to be certified public
accountant, but first I want to go
overseas to play basketball and then
maybe play in the WNBA. And
have a big family.
Kaimin: Our mascot,
Monte, already moonwalks,
rides Harleys and wins
national championships.
What would you like to see
him do next?
HT: Strip.
Kaimin: If you sprained
your ankle while hiking
the “M”, who from UM
would you want to carry you
down?
HT: Jody McLeod (Lady Griz for-
ward) because she’s awesome, she’s
one of my good friends and I know
she probably could.
Kaimin: If you could play 
anyone one-on-one, who and
why?
HT: Michael Jordan because he is
my hero and I’ve always wanted to
meet him.
Kaimin: If you had to con-
vince UM Athletic Director
Wayne Hogan to retire your
number, what would you say to
him?
HT: I would tell him that probably
no one would ever come in who it
would fit so that would be a good
reason.
Kaimin: What is your biggest
fear?
HT: Heights. When I can see the
ground below me I
get scared.
Kaimin: Why?
HT: I fell off the
house when I was a
little kid. 
Kaimin: How
high is too high?
HT: Like 20 feet. I can’t jump off
cliffs into water or anything.
Kaimin: If you were on a
deserted island and could only
have one possession, what would
it be and why?
HT: A radio so I could listen to
music. I got to have my music.
Kaimin: Missoula is getting
good bands. Who would you like
to see come to Missoula, past or
present?
HT: I would want to see TLC in
its original form with all three of
them.
Kaimim: You are also on UM’s
track and field team, what
events do you do?
HT: I do shot put, discus and
hammer.
Kaimin: what is the best part
of being a two-sport college ath-
lete?
HT: It keeps you busy and you get
some diversity. I play
basketball until it’s
over and I lift with
basketball, but I’m
more of a track athlete
and I don’t get burned
out in basketball.
Kaimin: Is there a
worst part?
HT: There is a lot of hard work
because you have to do everything
for basketball and then I do track
extra and its a lot of time.
Kaimin: A Kaimin editorial
said to dance naked in the Oval
to get more snow. What would
you do to get more snow?
HT: Seed the clouds. I wouldn’t
dance naked.
Marina Mackrow
Montana Kaimin
Matt Hayes/Montana Kaimin
New Grizzly Football head coach, Bobby Hauck, enthusiastically introduces his 2003 recruiting
class and coaching staff Wednesday night at the Ruby Inn on Reserve Street.  
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Hollie Tyler
A wise and powerful man schooled in the art of the news design once said, “The path of the design ninja begins with QuarkXPress.”
Do you have any Quark experience?  Are you interested in becoming one of the most powerful forces in news design... a design ninja? If so pick up an
application in Journalism 206 or stop by the Kaimin office in Journalism 107 and inquire about the ways of the design ninja.
NEWS
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LOST & FOUND
LOST. Sector 9 Long Board. Grip cape has scribbly line
down center. Grateful Dead sticker on bottom. Call
243-3708
LOST. Car key w/remote lock & red plastic Bitterroot
Motors tag attached. In mid-Dec, near PAR-TV build-
ing. Call 243-2120
PERSONALS
Tired of wondering?  Free, anonymous HIV Counseling
& Testing...Call 243-2122
ATTENTION STUDENTS:  Important info about e-mail.
New e-mail accounts have been created for all stu-
dents. For more info see
http://www.umt.edu/it/support/email
Come to the Winter Ball, a fabulous formal dance,
February 8th, 8pm-12am. Tickets $10/person or
$16/couple. Available at UC Box Office, DHC recep-
tion desk, and at the door. Come boogie all night long
to a DJ and dress to impress. The best ball of the
year!
Do you miss horseback riding now that you’re in col-
lege? Want to learn to ride? Join the UM Equestrian
Team: English, Western, Reining & Jumping! You don’t
need your own horse. Contact Jennifer: 721-6706,
leave a message. Deadline: Feb. 7th. www.hyperde-
signed.com/UMET
PARTYING TONIGHT?  Have a friend let you know when
you’ve had enough
Be sure...get tested.  Free Anonymous HIV
Counseling&Testing... Call for an appointment.  243-
2122
Condom broke?  Ooops?  Emergency birth control can
reduce the risk of unwanted pregnancy if taken with-
in 72 hours of unprotected intercourse.  Call Curry
Health Center 24 hours/day at 243-2122
HAVE A HEART EVEN WHEN YOU ARE GIVING YOURS
AWAY! Unique Valentines, including Fair Trade choco-
late, checkers, and jewelry, at the Peace Center, 519
S. Higgins
saw you in the FRC racquetball courts. You thought
you were all that and a bag of chips!  I challenge you
to a game.  Campus Rec Intramurals is putting on a
squash and racquetball league! Sign up at the UM FRC
front desk by Thurs, Feb 13 - if you dare! Don’t for-
get to pick up a Schedule by Feb 19! I’ll see you on
the courts Feb 24 for a rematch. www.umt.edu/cam-
pusrec/intramurals.htm
If you’ve been in recovery from chemical dependen-
cy for over a year and want to help other students
out, we need you as a PEER Educator in the Self-Over-
Substance Program.  Call Mike at 243-4711 at the
Curry Health Center
HELP WANTED
BE A BARTENDER Must be 18yrs+ Earn $15-30/hr. 1-2
week program. Job placement. Flexible hours, get
certified. 406-728-TIPS (8477)
Up to $500/wk preparing mailings, P/T. Not sales.
Flexible schedules. (626) 294-3215
Work-study position as child care aide in  infant or
preschool age programs  close  to campus. M-F only.
Morning or afternoon hours possible. Director: 549-
8017 days 549-7476 eves/wknds.
Looking for 5 business majors. Summer work running
your own business. Call 543-2940
Looking for a student pursuing a career in special ed.
or who  has a live interest in autism. Our 21-year-old
autistic son needs a job coach/companion from 11:00
am till 2:30 pm weekdays. Above average hourly
wage. Call for interview 543-0003.
Earn $$$ and support UM — Be an Excellence Fund
Phonathon caller Sunday through Thursday evenings
from 6:00 pm - 9:00 pm.  Positions available immedi-
ately.  Pick up a job description and an application at
the UM Foundation, located in Brantly Hall
Naturalist Assistant The Nature Conservancy Pine
Butte Guest Ranch Choteau, MT May-Oct., 2003 406-
466-2158
MAKE A DIFFERENCE this summer working with chil-
dren in the beautiful Colorado Rockies. Our outdoor
program includes backpacking, mountain climbing,
western riding, water activities, natural sciences,
western history and more. Sanborn Western Camps,
P.O. Box 167, Florissant, CO 80816, sanbornwestern-
camps.com, 719-748-3341
FRATERNITIES * SORORITIES * CLUBS * STUDENT
GROUPS Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester with a
proven CampusFundraiser 3 hour fundraising event.
Our programs make fundraising easy with no risks.
Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so get with the
program! It works. Contact CampusFundraiser at
(888) 923-3238, or visit www.campusfundraiser.com
SERVICES
CARPET CLEANING Average apartment $35-$45. Call
Ken 542-3824 21 years experience.
Online Filing Do Your Taxes Online @ www.absolute-
taxes.com for a minimal fee of $9.95 for 1040EZ and
$14.95 for 1040. FREE E-FILE!!
PROFESSIONAL PROOFREADING/EDITING. $1.00/page
542-0837
Snuggle Time Child Care has openings! State Pay
Welcome. Ph: 543-2777
FOR SALE
Double Bed — frame, box springs, mattress. New con-
dition. $100. 728-1084
AUTOMOTIVE
1986 Honda Civic Wagon. Well maintained. 136,000
miles.  Dependable and economical transportation.
$1400. 728-1084
97 VW JETTA GLS, Auto, loaded, 42K, $9500, 1 owner,
251-5332
COMPUTERS
Have a Mac? Have Problems? Call Peet at 370-4566.
Reduced rates for students and contract work. Also
willing to trade.
WANTED TO BUY
Old Prom dress collecting dust? Bring it to My Sister’s
Closet and collect some cash! Now accepting consign-
ments of Prom/formal dresses in excellent condition.
Larger sizes needed too. Call 327-0291 or stop by
3205 Brooks (Tandy Town)
FOR RENT
ROCK CREEK CABINS $22-$55/night 251-6611
www.bigsky.net/fishing
ROOMMATES NEEDED
Large 3 bdrm close to U, washer, dryer, cbl, dsl, pool
tbl. $300/mo + 1/3 utilities. 542-2625
Roommate needed to share room in 3 bdrm duplex.
Rent $273 + cable, telephone & 1/3 elec. Deposit
$116. Call Jessie or Jen for more info 721-0454
MISCELLANEOUS
Percussionists needed for Spring season of Missoula
Community Concert Band. Call Tony at 243-2148 for
information.
BEAD SALE
Fabulous February 25% off Bead Sale. Everything on
sale. Today through February 28th. 517 S. Higgins,
543-0018. Come on down now!
CARLO’S 50% OFF SALE
Carlo’s February 50% Off Sale. All clothing, leather,
shoes 50% off. Today through every day in February.
204 3rd, 543-6350
DO YOU WEAR CLOTHES?
Wear Clothes? 50% off everything at Carlo’s One Night
Stand. Now thru February 28th. Our only sale.
Fabulous Stuff Cheap!
The Kaimin runs classifieds four days a week.  Prepayment is required.  Classifieds may be placed
at Journalism 206 or via FAX: (406)243-5475 or email: kaiminad@selway.umt.edu.
R A T E S
Off Campus
$1 per 5-word line/dayk i o s k Student/Faculty/Staff $.90 per 5-word line/day
K A I M I N   C L A S S I F I E D SThe Kaimin assumes no responsibility for
advertisements which are placed in the
Classified section. We urge all readers to
use their best judgment and investigate
fully any offers of employment, invest-
ment or related topics before paying out
any money.
LOST AND FOUND: The Kaimin runs classified ads for lost or found items free of charge.
They can be 3 lines long and run for 3 days.   
E - m a i l  C L A S S I F I E D  A D S  T o :  k a i m i n a d @ s e l w a y . u m t . e d u E - m a i l  D I S P L A Y  A D S  T o :  k a i m i n a d @ k a i m i n . o r g
scene when police arrived,
Paul said, and a breath test
registered above the legal
blood alcohol limit of .10 per-
cent.
Chavez was checked into
Missoula County Detention
Facility at 4:21 a.m. Tuesday,
and stayed there until he was
released on bond at 3:48 p.m.,
a spokesman for the detention
facility said.  
So far this season, Chavez
has played in 20 games for
the Grizzlies and started in
six. He has averaged 4.2
points and 3.6 rebounds per
game. 
Before being recruited into
the Grizzly basketball pro-
gram last year, the 6-foot-7
Chavez was a standout player
for Heart Butte and
Browning, leading them both
to state championships during
his high school career. 
UM men’s basketball coach
Pat Kennedy announced
Tuesday that Chavez is sus-
pended from the team. 
“The suspension will stay
in place indefinitely,” Kennedy
said in the release. “It is
important that he understand
the serious nature of this
offense. This behavior will not
be tolerated by any member of
our program.” 
Kennedy also expressed
concern for Chavez, saying
that he will “get him whatever
help and support I can.”
Chavez
Continued from Page 1
but various other cuts and no
salary increases for administra-
tors, faculty and staff for two
years. 
In the next biennium UM and
Montana Tech in Butte will absorb
$4.1 million of the cuts if 2000-
level funding is used. UM will
have to transfer $2.6 million to
affiliated campuses including UM-
Helena College of Technology, UM-
Montana Tech and UM-Western if
2000-level fund is used.
In the next biennium there
will be $2.8 million in cuts at UM
and UM-Montana Tech if Martz’s
budget is used. $1.7 million
would have to be transferred
from UM to affiliated campuses. 
Dennison said maintenance at
UM will have to be put off, class
sizes increased and contingency
funds will have to be spent.  The
current student-to-teacher ratio
at UM is 20-to-1, while peer
schools operate with a ratio of
14-to-1. He said enrollment will
be increased by at least 1,000
students and will require 56 new
faculty members to keep the
ratio at 20-to-1. But UM will not
have the money to hire 56 new
instructors in the next biennium.
All administrators who spoke
said the committee should con-
sider using Martz’s budget.
“This is not our preferred
approach to the world, of course,
but we think this would be work-
able and allow us to assist the
state in the current budget situa-
tion,” Dennison said.
ASUM President Jon Swan
also advocated meeting Martz’s
budget requests.
Swan likened the American
Indian’s reliance on the buffalo
for survival to the student’s
reliance on higher education.
“Education became our buffa-
lo,” he said. “Education is our
form of survival.”
Swan went on to say, “We are
essentially denying access to stu-
dents because it is becoming too
expensive to get a post-secondary
education.”
Swan, other students and
administrators urged legislators
to look at higher education as an
investment instead of an expense.
“We have a $500 million gen-
eral fund,” Dennison said.
“Twelve percent of that is appro-
priated funds. I think that is a
pretty good return on the money.
If I could get that kind of return
I would invest every time.”
Legislature
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